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ONE OF THE "THIN RED LINES" OF HISTORY

By William Munday, representing the Combined Australian Press

Salerno. Bridgehead, Sept»l6

is the Eighth Army forward units joined with the southern flank of the Fifth
Army on the western coast of Italy yesterday afternoon reinforced German forces at the

northern end of the Salerno "bridgehead made their heaviest attack so far on tired troops
who have been holding this part of the front for a week now* For several hours the

position was dangerous but when night came it was officially reported to have been

adjusted* The German attack followed another night and morning of hide-and-seek fighting
in volleys and on wooded hillsides* One company of a battalion fought all night
surrounded by Germans who had infiltrated around them* A company of another battalion

who had advanced into enemy-hold hills the previous afternoon found’their way back

about lunchtime still 127 strong. Then, just before throe o’clock, the Germans began
their most determined attempt yet to reach the sea through our bridgehead- The main

striking force was a battle group of between 30 to 40 tanks of the 15th Panzers and two

battalions of infantry* /They came down the road from Avellino, town of 17,000 people
north of Salerno, on which whole German defence plan in this area is centred, Our

■guns got on to them'and destroyed, four tanks for certain* The enemy battle group
steered eastward from the road and began to feel their way around the ragged perimeter
of our defences - another of those ,"thin red lines” of history only here it is made up
of sweaty men in dusty khaki lying on their bellies among the bushes or crouching in

holes dug in soft earth as they strain their eyes to got the first glimpse (and,
there ore, first shot) at the enemy when he pops up, as he generally docs hero, only
a few yards away. Despite the cover of this close country and the shady bridle

paths, the Germans lost two more tanks to our anti-tank guns at almost point-blank
range without finding a weak spot. Near Saint Mango, at the foot of a 2,500 ft high
mountain, about two miles cost of the Salerno-Avellino road, R, A,F, bombers found

this force and loft another German tank burning* Striking south again they made their

bid to roach the sea, driving hard into our lines at a point about halfway between

Salerno and Pontecagnano* i

For several hours there was confused and fierce fighting* The attack carried the

( Germans deep in between one unit*

While they were Jammed there allied and German troops mingled in the usual con-

fusion of this type of fighting, and other German units wore pushing against the whole

length of line, Everywhere our troops had spilled in among the Germans and the

Germans were in among the Allies. It was a case again of Jumping from crag to crag,

darting across a few open spaces, and looking over your shoulder as often as you looked

ahead, German shells were looting in Salerno and its harbour, and were landing

haphazardly from true to time near the coast road or between it and the sea. The

pressure down the Avellino road again ran into our artillery fire and stout resistance

from our infantry and was hold. The main attack was not . faring much better. Antip

tank guns and accurate shelling from bigger guns frightened away tanks and, though

German troops fought with willingness and tenacity, they bogged down within sight of

the beach and could get no further. Shortly before dusk British Commandos, reinforcing

the infantry, put in an attack which drove the Germans out of their wedge and straightened

our line. This determined German attempt to divide our forces by driving a wedge be~

tween them to the sea, which would have made our hold on the bridehead, particularly at

tho Salerno end of it, very shaky indeed, probably had as a secondary aim the desire to

"prevent interference with the evacuation of German forces to the south, the extent of

which is indicated by tho Eighth gray*s swift and sudden unopposed advance to its

Junction with General Mark Clark's British and American force.

It indicates, too, that the Germans here are still full of fight, though supply

problems arc probably worrying them, With the Eighth Army on the Fifth Army’s southern

flank, now, however, progress in the direction of Naples and Rome can be hoped for soon.

The Germans have already prepared for this by bringing a reinforcing division

southward from the Naples area*
.

.

Yesterday was noteworthy for the first real air blitz on the Germans around the

Salerno bridgehead- Bombs were dropped by big forces of bombers on German troops, tanks

and guns wherever they could be found, Battipaglia, the German strongpoint defending

Eboli, and the important road centre-of Potenza beyond, was bombed until it was "just a

crumbed heap". Fighters strafed along the roads and tracks, .Allied aircraft of the

North West African Force, and the western Desert and Sicilian forces all took part in

these attacks*
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